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We are a combination of an art gallery and interior design 
consulting service with 1000+  works by 100+ artists. 

Our mission is to promote art to be used more often in our daily 
lifes by integrating it into design and architecture; to hold art 
events as a cultural and entertainment movement for positive 
and motivating impact on society. 

Your partner in Art
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Indie Ru - former architect, visual artist & co-founder of ARTlantic 
Design.
Indie Ru is a two-time laureate of the International Exhibition & 
Competition of Contemporary Arts “RUSSIAN ART WEEK”. Her solo 
exhibitions were at Milan, New York, Moscow galleries, and at the 
Museum of Modern Art in Yaroslavl.  Her paintings can be found in 
the private and corporate art collection in Russia, the USA, Germany, 
Italy, Croatia, and Israel.
Mission: she would like to support scientific projects trying to find 
a cure for deadly diseases and extend healthspan by organizing 
exhibitions and attracting capital through them. She wants to 
integrate science into her art and be a bridge between scientists 
and other people.

Dari Ingal - photographer, designer & co-founder of ARTlantic Design
Mission: with her photography of indigenous people she wants to 
support educational projects in the third world countries for better 
future for the children.

WHO WE ARE
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RECENT PROJECTS

Mario Karacic is known to be the best in his 
field. Originally from Croatia, he runs a company 
in Munich for tiles and Pondomo floors and walls. 
Mario and his wife Anica contacted us when they 
opened a new showroom in Prinzregentenstraße. 
The showroom consists of 2 floors with modern 
and minimalistic design. The owners wanted to 
add a unique art to it. We made 2 custom made 
paintings for their showroom and were asked to 
visit their vacation house in Croatia and to come 
up with the art concept for there as well. They 
wanted the best of the best for their residence. 
Indie Ru has painted 6 paintings for their house 
in Croatia and 2 paintings for their showroom in 
Munich.
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1 out of 6 cusmom-made paintings for a residential property of our 
client ”Mk Fliese” by Indie Ru. 

”Hidden Gem”, modeling paste, acrylic on canvas, 70 x 70 cm, 2019

RECENT PROJECTS
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1 out of 6 custom-made paintings for a residential property of our 
client ”Mk Fliese” by Indie Ru. 

”Ties”, acrylic on canvas, 90 x 120 cm, 2019

RECENT PROJECTS
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The painting is custom-made for a German company Bräutigam GmbH. 
The artwork represents “the soul of the company”. Indie Ru used its 
corporate colours and integrated the company logo into the piece; acrylic 

on canvas, 80 x 100 cm, 2019

RECENT PROJECTS
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RECENT PROJECTS

Dr. Otto Heckl contacted us when he decided to redesign his dental 
clinic. The place was old-fashioned and had to be completely renovated. 
We came up with the idea of an interior design and provided Dr. 
Heckl with a visualization that inspired him and served as a guideline 
for a complete project. We also created an art concept for the 
entire clinic. We opted for a modern, bright and «clean look». Dark 
blue carpet in the corridors has been changed to a bright wood, 
glass doors were installed, modern lighting for proper illumination 
and a series of 10 custom made acrylic on canvas paintings by Indie 
Ru were done in one style to give a high-end look.
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BEFORE AFTER
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A custom-made painting by Indie Ru for a private collector from 
New York.

“Shades of Life”, acrylic on canvas, 90 x 60 cm, 2020

RECENT PROJECTS
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Mayer cars project.

Dari specializes in artistic photo shoots for industrial branch and 
auto industry. In this project the idea is to combine a fine art 
photography with the company’s identity and to create an individual 
art concept for a brand. We made Three different series to symbolize 
three different time eras for “Mayer’s classic cars”. “Retrospective” 
Series, “Blues of present” and “Futurisart” concept with racing 
Ferrari car.
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“Futurisart_3”

PHOTOGRAPHY

“Futurisart_2”
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PHOTOGRAPHY

“Blues of present_1” “Blues of present_2”
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PHOTOGRAPHY

“Retrospective_1” “Retrospective_2” 
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PHOTOGRAPHY

“Beyond Time” “Power of Movement”
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REFERENCES

Individual, independent consulting with passion for perfect looking interior. 
High-class artwork offered with the greatest empathy for your needs. Dari 
creates and ensures long-lasting perfect feelings. 
Rainer Rohstock, Owner at Pfafflingerv, Neuburg an der Donau, Germany.

Dari hat in unserem Unternehmen verschiedene Räume mit Kunstwerken 
(Ölgemälden) ausgestattet.
 Dari kommt in einen Raum, betrachtet diesen nur kurz und hat dann sofort 
eine Idee was für diesen Raum passen würde. Das Ergebnis ist jedesmal 
perfekt und wir sind noch heute begeistert von den schönen Bildern.
 Privat hat Sie auch bei mir zu Hause Räume mit Bildern verschönert und 
auch hier war das einfach Klasse. Sie hat einfach Talent und ich kann Ihre 
Arbeit nur weiterempfehlen. Henry Sackewitz, CEO at IKN Ingenieur-
Planungs- GmbH König - Nieder, Offenbach am Main, Germany.

Seit etwas mehr als einem Jahr besteht die geschäftliche Beziehung mit 
Frau Ingal. Die Zusammenarbeit mit Frau Ingal ist für mich und meinem 
Team stets eine Bereicherung. Ihre hervorragenden Ideen, die Fähigkeit 
Kundenwünsche zu erfasen und umzusetzten begeistert mich immer wieder. 
Die für unsere Praxis erstellten Gemälde sind von höchster Qualität und 
geben unseren von Frau Ingal konzipierten neugestalteten Räumen eine 
besondere, individuelle Note. 
Dr. Otto Heckl. Neuburg an der Donau, Germany.
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07/20    Photo exhibition at the Sub-gay cultural center for CSD 
Munich, Germany

06/19    Art & Design group exhibition ”Ü20”, Munich, Germany

04/19    Solo exhibition, Hotel Sahrai, Fez, Morocco

05/17    Group exhibition, Moscow Foundation of Culture, Moscow, 
Russia

02/17    Solo exhibition “Contrasts”, Museum of Modern Art, Yaro-
slavl, Russia

11/15    1st place at XVIII International Exhibition & Competition of 
Sculpture “RUSSIAN ART WEEK”, Artplay, Moscow, Russia

04/15    2nd place at XVII International Exhibition & Competition of 
Contemporary Arts “RUSSIAN ART WEEK”, Central House of Artists, 
Moscow, Russia

11/13    Solo exhibition and performance art “The Last Touch”, Art 
Space “Terra artis”, Yaroslavl, Russia
 
05/13    Solo exhibition “Terre di mezzo”, Art Space “Boheme”, 
Bollate (Milan), Italy

Exhibitions & Ewards
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”Invisible Power”

This is the series of art objects. The main idea is invisible protection 
which is embodied into fine wires or transparent acrylic glass carefully 
enveloping a blue sphere which symbolizes the Earth.
Considering the mission of «making the world a better place» is 
way too heavy, I made the globe of metal. I have chosen fine, 
transparent materials for ”Invisible power of Humans” because the 
reason why homo sapiens have been running the world was not 
our physical strength among other species but intangible human 
intelligence which is with each passing day enlarges the horizons of 
the possible, because only Homo sapiens can cooperate in extremely 
flexible ways with countless numbers of strangers. I have chosen it 
because people are still fragile in the face of eternity but they have 
a powerful, inexplicable strength of spirit, creativity and thinking that 
can literally bring us ”per aspera ad astra”/”Through the Thorns to 
the Stars”.
Whatever humankind protects and fights for, the main significance is 
environmental protection. The vivid future in this endless battle - is 
in our hands. 
Materials: recycled acrylic glass, recycled aluminium.  
Solar panels will be used for the lighting.

”Invisible Power_1” by Indie Ru

SCULPTURE MODEL 
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”Invisible Power_2” by Indie Ru

SCULPTURE MODEL 
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”Invisible Power_3” by Indie Ru

SCULPTURE MODEL 
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APP DEVELOPMENT

We are developing an app that will help architects and 
designers to find the right art in seconds as we believe 
that art and design are perpetual companions. They are 
completing each other and emphasizing each other’s beauty. 
The union of harmony. 

Problems solved: 
For home owners It is often hard to find a painting that will 
fit great to your house. You have to imagine. Our app allows 
homeowners to really see the painting on their wall. 
For designers it saves a lot of time with a unique targeted 
filtration that shows only what you are searching for. 

Hierarchy of functions:
- Fast & easy search for a painting 
- Try the painting on your wall by uploading a photo of 
a room
- Save the paintings and projects (painting on your wall)
- Send it to show to your family members or to your 
customers if you are choosing for them
- Purchase the painting

The app has reward system and free of charge art advisory. 
Let’s find a perfect art for YOU.
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CHARITY PROJECTS

We often spend a winter in a third world countries 
and as we are there we are trying to learn 
more about its culture and it’s people. Dari also 
developed a strong passion towards photography 
in which she tells the story of Indigenous people. 
One of our favorite projects is the project with 
Mangyans  in the Philippines. We have organized 
school lunches for children in that remote areas 
while we were there and we stay in touch with 
the community and raising funds and donating 
to the communities from selling Dari‘s limited 
edition prints.
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CHARITY PROJECTS

Let us not look away

The future of the planet depends on the wellbeing of its children.
In the time of globalization, science prosperity, online education, limitless opportunities, 
there are still those, whose number-one-aim is to survive.

The Mangyan, the inhabitants of a splendid island of Mindoro, Philippines include eight 
tribes, nearly three hundred thousand people, speaking different languages, wearing 
different clothes, performing different rituals, and all of them still have one thing in 
common – poverty.

Mangyan children want to get an education to be able to help their parents. The 
government has been organizing the schools recently, nevertheless, not so many 
people want to work there. The vast part of an adult Mangnyan population is illiterate, 
and for the those who can teach, the Tagalog people, it takes hours to get to the 
schools, so that they have to stay there all the time, and only on weekends they 
travel back home and spend time with their families.

It’s not only the time that becomes an obstacle for those who want to teach or to 
be taught but also nature itself, beautiful and wild. To get to the school I’ve visited, 
for example, you need to cross five rivers. During the rainy season, the level of river 
waters goes high, chest-deep.

The food of the Mangyan people is mostly nothing more, than roots and bananas 
that they plant themselves. On the weekends they swim down the river and sell it on 
markets for a pittance, buy some luxury foods, like rice or instant noodles, and drag 
it on their backs back home.

Human is an adjustable creature, and there are lots of things we can live through: 
illiteracy, poverty, hunger, health problems, but there is one thing which is not to be 
compromised – the feeling of helplessness and self-irrelevance among children. If they 
want to be better – let us not look away.

Text:  Christina Milova
Photo: Dari Ingal
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OUR CLIENTS
• Gyptech GmbH: 

Schleifmühlweg 25a, 86633 Neuburg an der Donau, Germany. 
+49 8431 53870. gyptech.de

• Dr. Otto Heckl:
Schrannenpl. C 153, 86633 Neuburg an der Donau, Germany. +49 8431 430311, 

otto-heckl.de

• Hennig GmbH:
Überrheinerstraße 5, 85551 Kirchheim bei München, Germany

+49 89 960960.  hennig-gmbh.de

• Steuer & Regeltechnik Bräutigam: 
Gewerbering 17, 86698 Oberndorf am Lech, Germany. +49 9090 96210, braeutigam.gmbh

• Dialog semiconductor:
Industriestraße 1, 82110 Germering, Germany. +49 89 8410290, dialog-semiconductor.com

• Mk Fliese: 
Patystraße, 85551 Kirchheim bei München, Germany. +49 89 41188729 Fliese.de

• IKN Ingenieur-Planungs- GmbH König - Nieder: 
Obere Grenzstraße 74, 63071 Offenbach am Main, Germany. +49 69 9854210, ikn-online.de

• DLA Piper law firm: 
Maximilianstraße 2, 80539 München, Germany +49 89 2323720. dlapiper.com

• Unitedonesourse: 
2830 Merrell Rd, Dallas, TX 75229 +1 (214) 630-6100, unitedonesource.com

• Gasthaus Pfaflinger: 
Schrannenpl. 131, 86633 Neuburg an der Donau, Germany
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CONTACT

ARTlantic Design    

artlantic.design

+49 175 2575126

dari@artlantic.design

New York l Munich




